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Experimenting with the Living Newspaper 

We're creating new theater this week with a group of theater artists, a
collaborating company, and a residency on Governor's Island in the New York
harbor.

Using the the techniques of the Living Newspaper, we're shaping new work on
reproductive freedom and intersectional women's issues. We'll be creating it
through devising and improvisational styles, using blog and newspaper articles
as the starting point.

We're collaborating with Joan Kane of Ego Actus Theatre Company, and part of
the Laboratorium on Governor's Island, created by Rising Sun Performance
Company.

On Sept. 8 and 9, at 1 pm and 3 pm, we'll do work-in-progress performances
of our work. It's free! Join us! (Bldg 6a Nolan Lane, Governor's Island -- get a
ferry for $0 to $3).

Read more and get details: here and here.
___________________________________

Publishing Short Plays on Reproductive Freedom 



Good news! We will be publishing 34 short selections
from our Reproductive Freedom Festival in a new and
accessible format.  

Each of the selections -- on a range of topics -- will again be available for people to read or to
consider for their own events (with writer permission). And none too soon!

More details to come soon.

See more about the Reproductive Freedom Festival.
_______________________________________

Get ideas and actions on our blog: Up the Creativity

Resources: Village Voice Online Creates Feminist Archive

Virtual Reality "The Choice" Will Let Audiences Experience Pregnancy Options and Abortion

Our Doctors: New Film Gets Intimate With Abortion Providers

Documentary Shorts by Yoruba Richen 

All The Pregnant Men: Sketches and Videos Abound
 

_________________________________________________________

Not going back!

~~Cindy Cooper, Words of Choice
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